
With over a decade of performances under their belts in and 
around the Twin Cities rock scene, Capital Sons are proud to 
announce their fifth release: Tempest. Following the positive 
critical reception of their full length album Rose-Colored World 
in 2018, Tempest finds the band at their creative best. 

From the rebellious anthem of 'Revolution Road' to the heartfelt 
and groove-laden 'Rains Came', Capital Sons has refined their 
sound and created a body of work that shows them continuing to 
mature musically. The fiery and energetic 'Moderation' finds 
vocalist/lyricist Karl Obermeyer once again weaving metaphors 
and jabbing his lyrical knife into current social issues. Drummer 
Mike Jueneman's lock-step rhythms and lead guitarist Rick 
Paukert's emotional and atmospheric guitar work on 'Crushed' 
create the perfect background for Obermeyer's lyrics of a 
relationship ending. On 'Revolution Road', the band creates 
the perfect bouncing anthem of rebellion and resistance, and 
on 'Rains Came' the band taps deep into their soulful side to 
bring to life the passion of a song written by the band's new bass 
player, Keith Raney. 

Capital Sons continue to prove their relevance and staying power as 
a guitar-driven rock band with heart, soul and substance on Tempest. 
Whether you are drawn to this collection of songs because of the 
lyrical depth or the rhythmic and instrumental stylings, there is 
something for every listener on this E.P. 

left to right: Keith Raney (bass, vocals), Mike Jueneman (drums), 
Karl Obermeyer (lead vocals, guitar), Rick Paukert (lead guitar) 
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1. Revolution Road 
2. Moderation 
3. Crushed 
4. Rains Came 

"Socially conscious and poignant lyricism 
accompanied by revival rock and roll 
production makes for phenomenal new 
Capital Sons material" 

- Ian McFarland, Gumdrop Records 

Click here to see the music
video for 'Revolution Road' 

capitalsons.com 

To contact the band: 
Karl@capitalsons.com 

https://youtu.be/brw9GPefBx4
www.capitalsons.com
https://capitalsons1.bandcamp.com/releases



